UNCERTAINTY-BASED BIOLOGICAL AGE ESTIMATION OF BRAIN MRI SCANS
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ABSTRACT
Age is an essential factor in modern diagnostic procedures. However, assessment of the true biological age (BA)
remains a daunting task due to the lack of reference groundtruth labels. Current BA estimation approaches are either restricted to skeletal images or rely on non-imaging modalities
that yield a whole-body BA assessment. However, various
organ systems may exhibit different aging characteristics due
to lifestyle and genetic factors. In this initial study, we propose a new framework for organ-specific BA estimation utilizing 3D magnetic resonance image (MRI) scans. As a first
step, this framework predicts the chronological age (CA) together with the corresponding patient-dependent aleatoric uncertainty. An iterative training algorithm is then utilized to
segregate atypical aging patients from the given population
based on the predicted uncertainty scores. In this manner, we
hypothesize that training a new model on the remaining population should approximate the true BA behavior. We apply
the proposed methodology on a brain MRI dataset containing healthy individuals as well as Alzheimer’s patients. We
demonstrate the correlation between the predicted BAs and
the expected cognitive deterioration in Alzheimer’s patients.
Index Terms— Magnetic resonance imaging, biological
age, chronological age, deep learning, aleatoric uncertainty
1. INTRODUCTION
Age is one of the most important parameters describing individuals in a medical context. However, age-related biological phenotypes can deviate significantly between individuals
within the same age group. These observations have motivated the concept of biological age (BA) in contrast to chronological age (CA) [2]. CA is described as the amount of time
since the birth of an individual. On the other hand, BA can
be described as a measure for the extent of genetic, metabolic
and functional changes in an individual that occur during the
process of aging. Thus, BA can be considered as an extension to the traditional concept of CA in addition to any organspecific accelerated or delayed aging characteristics [3–5].
Despite this relatively imprecise definition, the potential impact of the concept of BA is easily conceivable. It is a common practice for clinicians to assess the overall condition of
patients relative to their respective age group and incorporate
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this impression into their medical decisions. However, these
personal estimates are subjective and not easily quantifiable.
A large body of research attempts the quantification of
BA using non-imaging data [6–8]. More specifically, agedependent variables such as genetic [2,3], cellular [4], phenotypic and epidemiological data [5, 9], blood biomarkers [10,
11] and physical activity [12] have been used as indicators
for the BA. The majority of these approaches utilize cohort
datasets for the prediction of the mortality risk [13–15]. Other
methods incorporate the CA as ground-truth labels and examine the relation between the predicted ages and other health
indicators for assessing the BA [16, 17]. Nonetheless, the
above non-imaging approaches lead to a whole-body assessment of the BA. In that sense, they are not capable of recognizing the differences in aging characteristics between individual organ systems. In this context, medical imaging may
potentially provide significant information allowing for noninvasive estimation of organ-specific BA.
The use of medical imaging for age estimation in a clinical setting is limited mainly to skeletal age estimation in
infants and adolescents using conventional radiography and
MRI [18–21]. Beyond skeletal age estimation, first studies
have introduced the concept of brain age based on changes
in brain morphology and provided evidence for associations
between premature brain aging and cognitive functions [22,
23]. Similarly, Alzheimer’s disease was found to correlate directly with abnormal brain aging [24]. In recent years, the use
of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has become more
prevalent due to strong results in a multitude of tasks [25–31].
For instance, a deep CNN has been utilized for prediction of
brain age using 2D T1-weighed MR images [32]. Recent advances have attempted the use of relatively shallow 3D CNN
architectures to incorporate the spatial information between
slices in the brain age estimation procedure [33, 34].
As stated clearly in the recent survey on this topic [35,
p. 11], all deep learning (DL) approaches, whether imaging
or non-imaging based, relies on the CA as ground-truth labels
for BA prediction [36]. Thus, the predicted ages can not be
used to assess the true aging behavior of the test subjects. To
the best of our knowledge, the problem of defining groundtruth BA labels is still not possible and remains an open research question. From another perspective, all above DL approaches also provide point estimates which are incapable of
assessing the uncertainty in the network predictions. However, as medical applications may generally influence critical therapeutic decisions, recent years have witnessed the utilization of uncertainty prediction techniques in the medical

Fig. 1. An overview of the Age-Net architecture utilized for the iterative BA estimation framework. The network takes as input
an MRI chunk xi of segmented brain gray matter together with the gender label of the patient. The outputs of this network
c i and the corresponding aleatoric uncertainty prediction σ̂i of the ith chunk.
represent the predicted mean age CA
domain [37–39]. On the whole, two main approaches are
adopted for uncertainty predictions. Namely, aleatoric uncertainty reflects the noise inherent within the input dataset [40]
and epistemic approximations which accounts for the model
uncertainty [41].
The purpose of this study is to bridge the gap between
chronological and biological age estimation. This is achieved
by incorporating a CA estimation framework, named “AgeNet”, as the baseline for the age regression task [42]. Furthermore, we introduce a novel iterative training strategy for
approximating organ-specific BA labels. This framework attempts to identify, and subsequently segregate, outliers who
exhibit atypical-aging characteristics. To accomplish this, the
CNN-based Age-Net is expanded to additionally estimate the
aleatoric uncertainty. This was chosen to model the patientdependent uncertainty of the input MRI scans, which is later
exploited for the detection of outlier patients (BA 6≈ CA). To
validate the accuracy of the utilized training approach, we apply the proposed methodology on a brain MRI dataset containing both healthy and Alzheimer’s affected patients. Subsequently, we quantify the amount of Alzheimer’s patients
detected as atypically-aging patients by the iterative strategy.
Interested readers can refer to [1] for an extended analysis of
the proposed iterative training algorithm.

tion before a final regression layer outputs the predicted age.
Based on the initial comparative analysis presented in [42], a
chunk data-feeding strategy is adopted where the input MRI
volumes are divided into smaller 3D chunks before being fed
as inputs to the network.
2.2. Heteroscedastic Aleatoric Uncertainty
In order to detect patients with atypical aging characteristics,
it is beneficial to identify how certain the regression network
is with regards to the predicted ages. To this end, we employ
a Gaussian regression process which estimates the aleatoric
uncertainty, as previously proposed in [40, 41]. This can be
used to either model the uncertainty inherent in each input
MRI chunk (i.e. heteroscedastic uncertainty) or to represent
the uncertainty of the entire MRI dataset (i.e. homoscedastic uncertainty). We employ the heteroscedastic variant for
patient-dependent uncertainty predictions. As such, the last
dense layer of the Age-Net architecture is modified to have
ci
two output nodes representing the mean predicted age CA
and the corresponding uncertainty prediction σ̂i for each input
chunk i. For training this framework, a Gaussian likelihood
distribution is assumed, leading to the following maximum
likelihood (ML) estimation [45]:
LML = max log p(D|ω)
ω

2. ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present the Age-Net architecture, which
was originally introduced for organ-based CA regression task.
To extend this framework for BA estimation, we expand the
architecture to additionally predict the aleatoric uncertainty.
This is later incorporated by the iterative training framework
to segregate atypically aging patients. An outline of the utilized architecture is depicted in Fig. 1.
2.1. Age-Net
The Age-Net architecture for CA estimation is constructed
out of a hybrid combination of inception v1 [43] and SqueezeNet [44] architectures. These modules assist in reducing the
total number of trainable parameters while enhancing the representation capacity. The final architecture is composed of an
initial stem network followed by four modules concatenated
together in an end-to-end manner. Each module consists of
two inception blocks, followed by a single fire module. Finally, three dense layers combine additional gender informa-
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where p(D|ω) is the likelihood function over the given training dataset of MRI chunks and their corresponding CA labels
N
D = {(xi , CAi )}i=1 . The total number of training chunks is
represented by N , whereas ω are the trainable weights.
3. BA ESTIMATION FRAMEWORK
The main challenge for MRI-based BA estimation is the lack
of ground-truth labels. To resolve this challenge, we propose
an iterative training strategy, illustrated in Fig. 2, to approximate BA labels.
3.1. Iterative Training Strategy
The first step in each iteration of the proposed strategy is to
shuffle and split the training data into two subsets. The first
subset is used to train the Age-Net architecture. The trained

Fig. 2. A detailed flow chart of the proposed iterative training strategy for the extraction of BA labels.
model is then validated on the second subset and the estimated
c ) together with their uncertainty predictions (σ̂)
ages ( CA
are used to calculate a patient-dependent threshold γ. This
threshold is then utilized for the detection of outliers who
exhibit atypical-aging characteristics in the validation subset.
The process of threshold calculation and outlier detection is
explained in the next subsection. The identified patients are
then flagged as outliers. A new iteration would then be repeated, starting with merging all validation samples (including the outliers) with the training subset, reshuffling and repeating the process by training the Age-Net framework from
scratch. An empirical stopping condition is enabled, which
states that three consecutive data-cleaning iterations trained
with different initializations must yield no new outliers before the iterative strategy can be terminated. Upon termination of the training algorithm, all patients who were flagged
as outliers in more than one iteration are removed from the
training dataset. This serves to assert that no typically-aging
patient is wrongfully detected as an outlier. Finally, an AgeNet architecture is trained on the cleaned dataset where the
CA labels should correspond approximately to the true BA
labels (BA ≈ CA).
3.2. Outliers Detection
In this work, we utilize a chunk data feeding strategy where
each input MR volume is divided into K smaller chunks before being fed as inputs to the Age-Net. This process yields
two outputs for each input chunk xi : the predicted age score
c i and the corresponding aleatoric uncertainty prediction
CA
σ̂i . Outlier detection is initiated by first calculating a consolc and uncertainty estimates for each patient in the
idated CA
validation dataset. This is achieved by averaging out the predicted ages and uncertainties for each chunk i in the MR volume of patient n as:
K n
n
o
o
X
c n,i , σ̂n,i
c n , σ̂n = 1
CA
CA
K i=1

(2)

This process is then repeated for all patients. For each patient, we compare the predicated age deviation (Dn ) against a
patient-dependent threshold (γn ), defined as:
c n − CAn
Dn = CA

,

γn = R · σ̂n
th

(3)

where R is a pre-defined constant value. The n patient is
flagged as an outlier only if the age deviation exceeds the corresponding threshold value as represented by Dn > γn .

Assuming a normal distribution for the chunk predictions,
the arbitrary constant R was set to 1.96 to reflect the 95%
confidence interval of the mean predicted age of each patient. After each iteration, the training and validation datasets
are reshuffled, and a new iteration would commence until the
stopping condition is reached. Upon termination of the algorithm, all patients detected as outliers are removed from the
training dataset only if they were flagged in more than one
iteration. The final framework is then trained on this dataset
containing only patients with typical-aging characteristics.
4. DATASETS AND EXPERIMENTS
We investigate the performance of the introduced training
strategy on a subset from the OASIS-3 brain dataset [46].
This dataset encompasses T1-weighted MR scans from
anonymized cognitively healthy individuals as well as patients suffering from dementia due to Alzheimer’s disease.
The degree of cognitive deterioration in Alzheimer’s patients
is indicated by the clinical dementia rating (CDR) which
distinguishes between questionable, mild and moderate dementia by the CDR scores of 0.5, 1 and 2, respectively [47].
In total, we utilize a subset of 1240 MRI scans from 950
patients in the age range of 48-97 years. We allocate 565
MR scans from 405 healthy patients and 185 scans from 165
Alzheimer’s patients for training the proposed framework.
The remaining 490 scans from 380 patients (270: healthy,
110: Alzheimer’s) are assigned as the test set. The same
pre-processing pipeline described previously in [42] was also
applied with MR chunks of matrix size 121 × 145 × 6 being
fed to the framework as inputs.
In previous studies, it has been reported that Alzheimer’s
disease correlates directly with abnormal brain characteristics, particularly accelerated aging [24]. We apply this observation as an attempt to evaluate the capability of the iterative strategy in detecting atypically-aging individuals. More
specifically, we count the number of patients flagged as outliers by the proposed training strategy. Further, we analyze
the percentage of cognitively healthy individuals (CDR = 0),
and Alzheimer’s patients (CDR = 0.5, 1, 2) detected as outliers with respect to their corresponding populations in the
training dataset. We hypothesize that the proposed training
strategy should be capable of accurately detecting patients
with mild and moderate dementia as these patients exhibit the
most pronounced atypical-aging characteristics.
Additionally, we compare the predicted BAs, after applying the iterative training algorithm, against an Age-Net
trained conventionally by using the CA as ground-truth la-
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Fig. 3. The cumulative outliers detected during the proposed
iterative strategy with respect to the total number of patients
in the training dataset from the corresponding CDR levels.
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bels. We illustrate and subsequently analyze the distributions
of the resultant age estimates of the two frameworks. This
was conducted separately for both cognitively healthy and
Alzheimer’s patients.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first step towards analyzing the proposed iterative training strategy is to examine the detected outliers across consecutive iterations. As depicted in Fig. 3, a total of 18 training
iterations were conducted before termination. This is due to
satisfying the pre-defined stopping condition with no outliers
detected in three successive iterations. Upon examining the
), it is obpatients with moderate dementia (CDR = 2,
served that the proposed strategy detects all aforementioned
patients after 7 iterations. For Alzheimer’s patients with mild
dementia (
), 36 out of 49 patients were flagged as outliers in 16 iterations amounting to a total of 73% of the CDR
1 training population. For questionable dementia (CDR = 0.5,
), 65% of this population were detected as outliers in
16 iterations. Conversely, for cognitively healthy individuals
(
), a substantially smaller percentage of patients (32%)
were flagged as outliers. Compared to the number of outliers from Alzheimer’s patients, it is realistic for cognitively
healthy individuals to less frequently exhibit atypically-aging
characteristics. The above findings indicate that this algorithm is capable of detecting atypical-aging characteristics,
whether in Alzheimer’s patients or healthy individuals.
We also compare the predicted ages of the proposed BA
estimation framework against those from a conventionally
trained Age-Net with CA labels as ground-truth. The probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the deviations between
the predicted ages and ground-truth CA labels for both frameworks are presented in Fig. 4. For the cognitively healthy
population, minor perceivable differences can be observed
in the distributions of both frameworks. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4a with both of them adopting a normal distribution
with a mean-deviation shift of only 0.6 years. However, in
Fig. 4b the majority of the predicted BAs (
) exhibit an
over-aging of approximately 9.1 years compared to the CA
framework (
). We hypothesize that this reflects the capability of the proposed framework in recognizing true BA
behavior, unlike conventional CA estimation frameworks.
Despite the above results, this initial study is not without
limitations. In the future, we plan to expand upon the cur-
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Fig. 4. The PDF of the deviations between the estimated ages
and the ground-truth CA labels. The depicted lines (
)
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BA networks, respectively.
rent framework with epistemic approximations to represent
the model uncertainty by incorporating Bayesian neural networks and variational inference. This can be used to further
refine the outlier detection procedure. Moreover, clinical assessments by radiologists are necessary for the validation of
the introduced framework. More specifically, the generalization potential of this framework should be investigated with
regards to the detection of different disorders, e.g. brain tumors and lesions. Another key question is the applicability of
the BA framework on whole-body MRI dataset for age estimation of various organ systems.
6. CONCLUSION
In this study, we propose an MRI-based framework for
organ-specific BA estimation. As an initial step, we apply
this framework on brain MRI scans. This framework encompasses a convolutional architecture for CA estimation as well
as an iterative training algorithm. This algorithm exploits the
heteroscedastic aleatoric uncertainty predictions for the detection of outlier patients exhibiting atypical-aging characteristics. By segregating the detected patients, this leads to the creation of a dataset where the available CA labels approximate
the BA behavior. Upon validating the proposed BA framework on an Alzheimer’s dataset, the majority of patients with
mild or moderate dementia were detected as outliers. Moreover, the framework was found to be effective in detecting
accelerated aging in Alzheimer’s patients in comparison to
conventional CA estimation.
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